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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a nonlinear method for the acceleration of  multidimensional sequences {S k} is 
described. The method is developed by generalising a connection between the e-algorith~a nd 
Pad6 approximants. A convergence result and an application to the numerical calculation of  
multiple integrals are briefly discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are now a wide variety of linear and nonlinear 
methods [ 1] used for the acceleration of convergence 
of one dimensional sequences {Sk}. One nonlinear 
method is the e-algorithm [2], defined by letting 
e[~ ) ' '  =0, e~O K)'' =S k and forming for each k 
e! i) e(i+1) -e(i +l)_e!i! l  ]-I 
j = j-2 +[ j -1  j -  
for j = 1, 2 .. . . .  k with i =k -j. If a formal power 
series is defined by 
f(X) =S 0 + i~l xi (Si- Si-1) (1) 
and the Pad6 approximants are produced for f(X) then 
it can be shown [2] that when the Pad6 approximant 
with numerator of degree ~ 1 and denominator of 
degree Q2 is evaluated at X =1 this yields the same 
tn_~ 
.  omo Value 
explanation for the usefulness of the e-algorithm in 
many circumstances. 
It is the purpose of this paper to describe how this 
connection between the e-algorithm and Pad6 approx- 
imants for f(X) may be generalized and applied to the 
problem of accelerating the convergence of multi- 
dimensional sequences {S k } where k =(k 1, k 2 ..... kd). 
The basic idea is to produce a multivariable function 
f(_X) which is a suitable generalization of f(X) given by 
(1) and then to consider the possibility of forming 
rational approximants for f~)  which when evaluated 
at _X 0 = (1, 1 .. . . .  1) will in certain circumstances 
yield improved estimates for the limit of {S k }. It is 
shown how, with the method proposed, this process 
may be carried out very efficiently by applying the 
e-algorithm to certain partial sums of f~).  A conver- 
gence result is also given along with a brief discussion 
of the application of the method to the problem of 
the numerical evaluation of multiple integrals. 
2. THE METHOD AND AN APPLICATION 
Assume that the sequence {S k }, defined for kj ;~ 0 
(j = 1, 2 .. . .  d) with S k = 0 if kj < 0 for any j, is given, 
with limit S when all components of k become infinite. 
Define the d dimensional mixed partial backward if- 
ference operator V (d) by 
I .. ~ (_)I~ 
v(dlSk=il 0 i2z=0 • id=0 sk-!, 
where li_l = i I + i 2 + ... i d and k - i= (k I - i  I ..... kd-id). 
Let f(X) be formally defined by 
f(X) k 0 k2=0" 'kd=0-  
k I k 2 k d 
where X 3 = 3,1 X 2 . . .  X d , and define the partial 
hyper-rectangular sums F m ~)  of f~)  by 
m I m 2 m d 
= " .  
A simple induction proof shows that Fm(.X.0 ) = Sm. 
Now consider how to form rational approximants for 
f(X_) which are in some sense generalization ofthe Pad6 
approximants for f~) .  One approach is to let the 
rational function R~)  be given in the general form 
R(X) = ZamXm/l~b n X_ n 
and then try to determine coefficients (a m }, {b n }, 
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so that the formal power series for R(X_) agrees with 
that of f(X_) for as many terms as is possible. If the 
sums involved in the numerator and denominator of 
R(_X) are taken over hypercubes in the coefficient 
index lattice space Chisholm [3] for d =2, Chisholm 
and McEwan [4] for d ~, 2 have shown how to obtain 
rational approximants of this type. If a similar ap- 
proach is followed but the sums are taken instead over 
regular simplices, approximants can be obtained which 
use fewer coefficients from f~(X) and have been briefly 
studied by the author [5]. Also, Alabiso and Butera 
[6] have described a different approach using moments 
and O'Donohoe [7] has described a method using 
multivariable continued fractions. All of these meth- 
ods could in theory possibly be used for the accelera- 
tion of convergence of multidimensional sequences, 
but in practice all require complex and lengthy com- 
puter programs for the production of the coefficients 
of the approximants which then need to be evaluated 
at_0.X A simpler, computationally more direct, but 
possibly tess efficient approach will now be described. 
Given a formal series 
fk _ k 
kl=0 k2=0 ""kd=0 _ 
def'me the partial simplex sum of order e by 
e ~-k  I e -k  1 -kp-  . . . .  kd_ 1 
X k F~(_X_) = Z E . . .  E fk 
kl=0 k2=0 kd=0 - 
_= fk x-k 
Ikl ~e - -  
and consider the rational approximant of the type 
Rel ,e2(X)= E amXm/ E bn_~n~A(X)/B(~ 
{ml<e 1 -- ln l<e  2 - 
for e I ;~ Q2" Set f~(X) formally equal to Rel ' ~2 {-~') and 
multiply both sides of this equation by B(_k_). Then 
equate coefficients of equal powers of_~ to obtain the 
equations 
am= E bn fm-n '  for Iml< e I (2a) 
- Inl  < e 2 
0= E bn fm-n  ' for tml> e 1 (2b) 
Inl < e 2 
All that is desired in the end for various values of e 1 
and e 2 is Re1 ' e2 (X0), 
E a m / Z b n . Re 1,e 2(-k-0)=tml< e I In l< e 2 - 
Choose the normalization E b = 1 and let 
n Inl ~ e 2 -- 
= E a m, then using the equations (2a) 
Rel '  ~2 Iml < e I 
Rel ' = E E b fm-n  
~2 Iml < e I Int < e 2 n 
2; b n E fm 
In l<e 2 - Iml<~l  -n  
~2 
=j~O Z b n E fm " 
Inl=j - Imi<e I - -n  
For n FLxed satisfying Lnl =j 
E fm = E fk_ 
Imt<e 1 - -n  I k J<Ql - j  
because I nll < e I and lnl =j  implies lm-n l  < e I - j .  
Now define Uj and tj by 
Uj= E f k , 
tk_l <j  - 
and  
tj = I_kl~ j b-k" 
Then 
e 2 
R~I ,e2=j=E 0 t jUQI_j .  (3) 
If groups of equations from the set (2b) with 
I_ml = e 1 + 1, e 2 + 2 . . . .  e 1 + e 2 are successively added 
to equation (3) then the system 
Q2 
Rel,e2=j=E0 t jUe l _ j  
e2 
R~I ,Q2=j?  0 t jUe l+ l_ j  
e2 
Rel,e2 = tj %1 + 2-J 
is produced. The normalization condition is equivalent 
~2 
to E tj = 1, so t o can be eliminated by setting 
j--0 
e2 
t o = 1 - E tj, and then the system becomes 
j=l 
e2 e 2 
Rel ,e2 = (1 -j__E 1 tj) Uel + i + j~ l  tj Uel + i - j '  
or  
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~2 
Ut l+ i= R~1'~2 + j~l  tj (U~I + i -  U~l+i - j ) '  
where i= 0, 1,... ~2" Now let k= ~1 + i and the sys- 
tem becomes 
~2 
Uk=R~I'~2 + I~ t. - (4) j = 1 J (Uk Uk- j ) '  
where k= ~1' ~1 + I, ..., ~i + Q2' a system of~ 2 + I 
equations in the unknowns R~I ' ~2' tl '  t2 .... ' t~t2" 
The system (4) is in the same form as one appearing 
in a derivation of the e-algorithm given by Wynn [2, 
8] and Wynn's results how that the e-algorithm ay 
be used to implicitly solve this system and produce 
R~l' ~2 directly. Let eo(oJ) = Uj, then e2~ 2 = R~I ' Q2' 
n 
so given the sequence {Uj ) j=0 of partial simplex 
sums of f(X0), the e-algorithm produces all values of 
R~I' ~2 with Q1 + ~2 < n and ~t 2 < ~1" This method 
provides a table of numbers R~I ' ~2 which are partic- 
ular values of rational approximants from a table of 
approximants whose coefficients have not been ex- 
plicitly determined. The formal series for the 
Re1' Q2 ~)  approximant will agree with the formal 
series for f(X_) in the sense that the sum of all terms 
in the formal series for R~I ' ~2(X) with order 
J < ~1 + ~2 will be the same as the sum of all terms 
of orderj < Q1 + ~2 in the formal series for f~) .  So, 
in fact, what has been developed so far is a simpte 
procedure for producing (pointwise) rational approx- 
imants to f (~,  although for the purpose of multi- 
dimensional sequence convergence acceleration the 
only point of interest is _X 0. 
In terms of the original problem of acceleration of 
the convergence of the sequence {S k }, the sequence 
{Uj ) is given by 
Uj= ~ ik_~¢j v(d)sk- 
The sums given in this form are difficult to compute 
because of the lengthy calculations needed when using 
the difference operator V (d). However, the following 
simplification is possible. Let uj, vj and Vj be defined 
by 
uj= z v(d)s k ,  
Ikl=j 
v j=  ~ S k , 
i_kl=j - 
and 
V j= ~ S k . 
Lkl <j - 
Expand the expression for uj, grouping terms with 
equal Iml together to obtain 
i_kl=j-1 - I_kl=j-d - 
= i~0 (_)i vj_i 
Then 
j d 
z (-)itail Vm_i 
UJ = m=0 i=0 
d d l  d 
=vj+ (1-d)Vj_l+ ... +~l-d+121 . . . .  ( - ) -  ld-l~'Vj_d+ 1
= d-1 -d-1 
= i=Zo (_) i  
so that Uj is the backward ifference of order d for 
the sequence (Vj).  
The method proposed now involves only the accumula- 
tion of the sequence of simplex sums {V: ) followed 
by an application of the one dimensiona/backward 
difference operator of order d to produce {Uj ) and 
fmally the e-algorithm. 
The following result from [5] gives some indication of 
the efficiency of the above method for accelerating 
convergence; if S k can be expressed in the form 
S k = S + 2; Cm ~r~ (5) 
- -  I m l  ,~i M - -  - -  
then Uj has the form 
nm __ dmi 
2; c - ~dm,i - "Q u j--s+ ,m,,M m i__zl _ 0 am,i,0 , 
where n m is the number of distinct components of_3 m, 
dm_,i + 1 is the multiplicity of component i, and the 
am,i, ~ are constants; and the dominant erm in the 
(h )  
difference between e2~ 2 and S behaves for increasing 
Q 1 like 
Q1 dh+l - t  
C~ 2 ~h+l Q1 
where all distinct components of the vectorSgm have 
been ordered with a 1 equal to the one with largest 
modulus (and multiplicity d 1 +1), a 2 equal to the one 
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with second largest modulus (multiplicity d 2 +1) and 
so on, C~2 is a constant, and ~2 is given by ~2 = dl  +1 
+d2+l+. . .+dh+l+t .  
The sequence acceleration method escribed in this 
paper has been applied with some success [5, 9] to the 
numerical calculation of multidimensional integrals. 
Let If be defined by 
1 1 1 
If= f f . . .  f f (x l ,x  2 .. . . .  xd)dx ldx2. . .dx   
0 0 0 
and S k be defined by 
k2 kd F 
-tk, 2 2 2 J2i1-1 2i2-1 2id-1 
Sk= 2 - ~; • . . • f]2--~l + " - i l= l  i2=1 " id=l ] '  2k2+1'"~ '2kd+l  
L -  
Then {S k } is a sequence of product midpoint rules 
with limit If for any Riemmann integrable function 
f(x). With certain conditions on f(x) it can be shown 
that S k can be approximately represented by the form 
given in (5) so that the method iscussed in this paper 
may be applied. 
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